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ABSTRACT
Class basedn-gram language models have been applied success-
fully in speech technology. We will present an automatic method
to improven-gram language models by distributing structural el-
ements in a new way in word sequences. Our algorithm works
on textual data consisting of two different kinds of text elements,
namely words and structural elements. The order of words will
not be changed during the iterations. Only structural elements can
be inserted or deleted by the algorithm between any two items in
the data. Thus unseenn-grams will be interpolated byn-grams
containing structural elements. We give a detailed description of
the algorithm and present first results of a system trained on a
small corpus.

1 INTRODUCTION

Predicting the positions of structuring elements in written or
spontaneous speech by using statistical methods has been very
popular and successful in recent years. [5] and [6] tried to predict
sentence boundaries and disfluencies, [3] worked on the predic-
tion of prosodic information. In both cases the task was to find
the position of structural elements with a specific meaning.

Class based language models are widely used in speech recog-
nition. Such models use the following approximations to predict
the probability that the word sequencew1 town�1 is followed by
wordwn.

p(wnjw1:::wn�1) = p(Cnjw1:::wn�1)p(wnjCn) (1)

Equation (1) describes a model that uses the wordsw1; :::; wn�1
to predict classCn of wordwn. In both models a clustering algo-
rithm is used to find the optimal allocation of words to the various
classes [4]. In the case of bigrams (n = 2) equation (1) would re-
fer to the calculation of ordinary bigrams of a sequence of words
and classes.

word sequence: C1w1C2w2C3w3::::CKwK

The positions of the classes add some sort of structure to the text.
These positions could as well be interpreted as positions of ab-
stract structuring Elements. In analogy to the bigram version of
equation (1) we can calculate the trigram:

p(w3jw1w2) = p(C3jw1w2)p(w3jw2C3) (2)

In the following we will describe operations on sequences of
words and structural elements. Furthermore we will explain an al-
gorithm that finds optimal positions for structuring elements in a
word sequence and show first results using a spontaneous speech
corpus.

2 THE ALGORITHM

The aim of this approach is to modeln-grams that are not ob-
served in the training material, but do occur in the cross-validation
set by othern-grams that contain a structural element. This en-
ables the model to effectively deal with unseen events.

2.1 Definitions

A sequence of text elementsti can consist out of wordswi and
structural elementssi. Words must not be deleted, inserted,
or changed in any way. Structural elements can be inserted or
deleted between any two text elements in the data.

Using then-gram approximation the likelihoodL of a sequence
of T text elementst1:::tT is defined in equation 3.

L =

T�(n�1)Y
i=1

p(ti+njti+1:::ti+n�1) (3)

To keep the calculations simple the individualn-grams were from
a language model with a uniform back-off distribution.

p(tnjt1:::tn�1) =

�
N(t1:::tn)�D

N(t1:::tn�1)
if N(t1:::tn) > 0

1

V
if N(t1:::tn) = 0

(4)
N(t1:::tn) is the number of occurrence of the text sequence
t1:::tn. D is chosen to have a very small value, so that V will
be relatively high. A low probability in the back-off case forces
the algorithm to insert structural elements when non-gram was
observed.

As shown in Figure 1 deletion and insertion of a structural ele-
ment in the training corpus change the counts of2n� 1 different
n-grams and2(n�1)�1 different(n�1)-grams while substitu-
tion changes the counts of2n differentn-grams and2(n�1) dif-
ferent(n� 1)-grams. Therefore the update of a language model
trained on this corpus can be done very efficiently.
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Insertion:
:::ti�n ti�(n�1):::ti ti+1:::ti+n ti+(n+1):::

:::ti�n ti�(n�1):::ti sj ti+1:::ti+n| {z }
n-gram context

influenced by insertion

ti+(n+1):::

Deletion:
:::ti�n ti�(n�1):::ti sj ti+1:::ti+n ti+(n+1):::

:::ti�n ti�(n�1):::ti ti+1:::ti+n| {z }
n-gram context

influenced by deletion

ti+(n+1):::

Substitution:
:::ti�n ti�(n�1):::ti sj ti+1:::ti+n ti+(n+1):::

:::ti�n ti�(n�1):::ti sk ti+1:::ti+n| {z }
n-gram context

influenced by substitution

ti+(n+1):::

Figure 1: Insertion and deletion of a structural elementsj be-
tween the text elementsti andti+1 and substitution ofsj by sk.

2.2 Generalisation of Unseen Events

Given a sequence of wordsAB C D a bigram language model
can be created containing the probabilitiesp(BjA), p(CjB) and
p(DjC) all other probabilitiesp(w2jw1) will be backed-off with
a low value. That means a test sequenceABD will result in a
low likelihood.

GivenAB sC sD, which is the same word sequence, but with
a structural elements inserted, the language model will contain
p(BjA), p(sjB), p(Cjs), p(sjC) and p(Djs). If the test se-
quenceABD is transformed intoAB sD by an insertion the
productp(BjA)p(sjB)p(Djs) will result in a high value. Simi-
lar examples can be constructed forn > 2.

On the basis of these considerations we developed an algorithm
that finds optimal positions for the structural elements by max-
imising the likelihood.

2.3 The Principle

To apply the algorithm a training set and a cross-validation set are
necessary. The training set consists out of words and structural
elements. The test set is a word sequence.

1. Beginning with an initial distribution of structural ele-
ments in the training corpus a language model is created
by counting then-grams and calculating the probabilities
p(tijti�n:::ti�1) for all text elements. After that the likeli-
hood of the cross-validation corpus can be calculated with
a Viterbi approximation of the EM-algorithm. Structural el-
ements are placed between two text elements on positions
where they increase the likelihood. The algorithm chooses
the transition with the highest probability (see Figure 2).

2. If there is no structural element between the first two text
elements, a structural element is inserted. If there is already
a structural element this item is deleted or replaced by an-
other structural element. In general it is possible that two or
more structural elements are inserted in a row.

3. After a recalculation of the language model probabilities the
likelihood of the cross-validation set is calculated again.

4. If the likelihood increases by this operation the insertion or
deletion is kept in the corpus; otherwise the old order of text
elements will be restored.

5. This procedure is applied to the whole training corpus. The
algorithm processes the corpus again and again until the in-
crease of the likelihood between two iterations is lower than
a predefined threshold.

:

Wi+1

S1

S2

Sn

Wi

Figure 2: The set of possible transitions betweenwi andwi+1
for the calculation of the likelihood of the training set.

The output are the training set and the cross-validation set, both
with structural elements placed at optimal positions and with no
changes made on the word order. This distribution of structural
elements locally minimises the perplexity of the training corpus.
Therefore the result and the number of iterations necessary highly
depend on the initial positions of the structuring elements in the
training corpus.

3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS

3.1 A Simple Implementation

For our experiments we used the simplen-gram language model
with a uniform back-off distribution (see equation (4)). We in-
cluded the vocabulary of training, development and test data
in the language model. We chose a relatively low value for
D = 0:001, so that 1

V
was sufficiently low that it could be kept

constant.

In the simplest implementation the likelihood of the cross-
validation set is calculated new for each insertion or deletion.
This is very time consuming. We used transcriptions of spon-
taneous speech dialogues for training and cross-validation. Di-
alogue material is naturally segmented into turns uttered by two
different speakers [8]. To speed up the algorithm the likelihood
was recalculated only for those turns with word sequences that



could have possibly changed during the insertion, deletion or sub-
stitution in the training set.

After the training the cross-validation set and the training set were
used to build a language model (see equation (4)). On the basis of
this language model an optimal sequence of words and structural
elements was calculated with the same Viterbi approximation of
the EM-algorithm as in step 1 of section 2.3.

3.2 The Data for Training and Testing

For training and testing we used dialogues which were recorded
and transliterated during the first phase of the Verbmobil project
[7]. In all the recordings two German native speakers were asked
to fix a date for a business meeting [2] by using previously pre-
pared diaries. For these recordings transcriptions of orthography
and concomitant phenomena have been carefully prepared by hu-
mans [1].

In the tests with our preliminary semi-efficient implementation
we want to show that our method works and that the described
effects will be found. Therefore we used a very small training
and cross-validation set of 342 turns each and used the remaining
13224 turns of the corpus as a test set (see Table 1).

Turns Words Vocabulary

Training 342 6579 849
Cross-Validation 342 7078 954

Test 13223 329892 6703
All 13907 343549 6844

Table 1: Dialogue transcriptions used for training, cross-
reference and tests.

3.3 The Experiments

In our test experiment we used only one structuring Element and
a bigram language model. Since breathing was annotated in the
transcripts we decided to put the structuring element at the posi-
tions of breathing. With this distribution we started our algorithm.
After 5 iterations over the training corpus the gain of likelihood
was very small so we stopped the calculation. We built a back-
off bigram language model (back-off to unigramD = 0:001) the
cross-validation set and the training set after the 5th iteration and
calculated the perplexity of the test set.

As a reference we built a back-off bigram language model (back-
off to unigram,D = 0:001) of the training and cross-reference
set and measured the perplexity on the test set. The results are
presented in Table 2.

In another experiment we used a training file which contained
no structuring elements. During the first iteration the algorithm
inserted about 2000 structuring elements. In this experiment the
convergence was slower than in an experiment with structuring
elements in the training data.

Language Model Words Text
Element

Perplexity

No Structuring Element 329892 329892 1738
Before the 1st Iteration,
1 Structuring Element

329892 346739 2013

After the 5th Iteration,
1 Structuring Element

329892 423384 765

Table 2: Results of the experiment with back-off bigram lan-
guage models (back-off to unigram). The perplexity values are
normalised with respect to the number of words, which was con-
stant for all three measurements.

3.4 Discussion

The language model built from the output of the algorithm has
a better perplexity on the test set than the reference model. Al-
though both perplexity values are relatively high our simple algo-
rithm led to some improvement.

Using a more sophisticated language model may rise the base-
line from which an improvement by the algorithm can start. Us-
ing a higher number of structural elements may lead to a better
adaptation of the language model to the training and development
corpus. Finally a larger training corpus is necessary to get more
reliable results.

4 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We introduced the concept of structural elements and showed how
it can be used to improve simple language models. We imple-
mented a preliminary system and tested it on a small corpus. The
results showed that our approach is promising.

We plan to improve our preliminary system concerning the lan-
guage model used. Currently we work on an algorithm, that will
more efficiently recalculate the likelihood of the cross-validation
set. After the implementation of these improvements it will be
possible to process longer training sets and a larger number of
structuring elements.
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